High schools’ reputations shouldn’t matter

The dirt about Donald Glover

- Born in Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.
- While studying at New York University, he co-founded the comedy group that produced videos like “Keyboard Kid” and “National Spelling Bee”
- Raps under the stage name “Childish Gambino”
- Graduated from NYU with a degree in Dramatic Writing
- Wrote for the NBC comedy “30 Rock”
- Plays former high school football star Troy Barnes in NBC's comedy “Community”

Donated Glover Performance
7 p.m., Dec. 6, BALM Auditorium
Student Admission: Free
General Admission: $5

BY SCOTT HENSON

When junior Michael Delcau and senior Srinivasan Vasan decided to create the “Bring Donald Glover to Truman” event page, dedicated to bringing Glover to the university, they did so at a time when most students were actually interested. Student interest in Glover’s comedy had been building when he would roll comedians on the comedy scene at Truman State, and the idea of seeing him in person had started to become quite popular.

At that point in time, it seemed like very few people were actually interested in seeing the comedians. Numerous, some students have expressed disinterest over seeing yet another comedian. However, as the Delcau and Srinivasan said, the required number of people needed to consider organizing any event for which 5 percent of the student body petitions. When junior Michael Delcau and senior Srinivasan Vasan decided to create the “Bring Donald Glover to Truman” event page, dedicated to bringing Glover to the university, they did so at a time when most students were actually interested.
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